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(54) PROCESS FOR PRODUCING 2,3,3,3-TETRAFLUOROPROPENE

(57) The object is to provide a process whereby it is
possible to produce 2,3,3,3-tetrafluoropropene at a high
conversion ratio constantly for a long period of time.

A process for producing 2,3,3,3-tetrafluoropropene,
which comprises reacting a raw material compound of at
least one of 1,1-dichloro-2,3,3,3-tetrafluoropropene and

1-chloro-2,3,3,3-tetrafluoropropene, and hydrogen, in
the presence of a noble metal catalyst supported on ac-
tive carbon having an ash content of at most 3% as meas-
ured in accordance with ASTM D2866.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to a process for producing 2,3,3,3-tetrafluoropropene.

BACKGROUND ART

[0002] 2,3,3,3-Tetrafluoropropene (CF3CF=CH2, HFO-1234yf) contains no chlorine and thus is useful as an alternative
compound for chlorofluorocarbons to be used for e.g. refrigerants.
[0003] As a process for producing HFO-1234yf, a process may, for example, be mentioned wherein 1,1-dichlo-
ro-2,2,3,3,3-pentafluoropropane (CF3CF2CHCl2, HCFC-225ca) is subjected to a dehydrofluorination reaction to obtain
1,1-dichloro-2,3,3,3-tetrafluoropropene (CF3CF=CCl2, CFO-1214ya), and then, CFO-1214ya is reacted with hydrogen
and reduced to obtain HFO-1234yf.
[0004] As a method of reducing CFO-1214ya to obtain HFO-1234yf, the following method (i) may, for example, be
mentioned.

(i) A method for obtaining HFO-1234yf by reacting CFO-1214ya and hydrogen in the presence of a catalyst having
palladium supported on alumina (Patent Document 1).

[0005] However, the catalyst used in the method (i) has a drawback such that while the durability is high, side reactions
are substantial to form by-products which can hardly be separated by distillation, and the conversion ratio to HFO-1234yf
is low.
[0006] On the other hand, as a method for carrying out a similar reduction reaction, the following method (ii) has been
proposed.

(ii) a method of reacting RfCF=CX2 (wherein Rf is a C1-10 fluoroalkyl group, and X is chlorine, bromine or iodine)
with hydrogen in the presence of a catalyst having palladium supported on active carbon, to obtain RfCF=CH2
(Patent Document 2).

[0007] However, the catalyst used in the method (ii) has low durability in many cases, whereby it is required to change
the catalyst frequently.

PRIOR ART DOCUMENTS

PATENT DOCUMENTS

[0008]

Patent Document 1: WO2008/060614

Patent Document 2: JP-A-2-286635

DISCLOSURE OF INVENTION

TECHNICAL PROBLEM

[0009] It is an object of the present invention to provide a process for producing 2,3,3,3-tetrafluoropropene at a high
conversion ratio constantly for a long period of time.

SOLUTION TO PROBLEM

[0010] In order to solve the above problem, the present invention has adopted the following construction.

[1] A process for producing 2,3,3,3-tetrafluoropropene, which comprises reacting a raw material compound of at
least one of 1,1-dichloro-2,3,3,3-tetrafluoropropene and 1-chloro-2,3,3,3-tetrafluoropropene, and hydrogen, in the
presence of a catalyst, wherein the catalyst is a noble metal catalyst supported on active carbon having an ash
content of at most 3% as measured in accordance with ASTM D2866.
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[2] The process for producing 2,3,3,3-tetrafluoropropene according to the above [1], wherein the ash content in the
active carbon is at most 1 %.
[3] The process for producing 2,3,3,3-tetrafluoropropene according to the above [1] or [2], wherein the noble metal
is palladium.
[4] The process for producing 2,3,3,3-tetrafluoropropene according to any one of the above [1] to [3], wherein the
active carbon is coconut shell active carbon.
[5] The process for producing 2,3,3,3-tetrafluoropropene according to any one of the above [1] to [4], wherein the
catalyst-supporting active carbon has a specific surface area of from 10 to 2,000 m2/g.
[6] The process for producing 2,3,3,3-tetrafluoropropene according to any one of the above [1] to [5], wherein the
catalyst-supporting active carbon has a chlorinity of at most 300 mg/g.
[7] The process for producing 2,3,3,3-tetrafluoropropene according to any one of the above [1] to [6], wherein to a
catalyst layer packed with the catalyst-supporting active carbon, the raw material compound and hydrogen are
introduced and reacted in a gas phase.
[8] The process for producing 2,3,3,3-tetrafluoropropene according to the above [7], wherein the raw material com-
pound and hydrogen are introduced to a gas inlet portion of the catalyst layer, and hydrogen is introduced from at
least one position between the gas inlet portion and a gas outlet portion of the catalyst layer.
[9] The process for producing 2,3,3,3-tetrafluoropropene according to the above [7] or [8], wherein the ratio of the
hydrogen to the raw material compound to be introduced to the catalyst layer is at most 0.7 as represented by the
ratio of the number of moles of the hydrogen to the number of moles of chlorine atoms in the raw material compound
(H2/Cl).
[10] The process for producing 2,3,3,3-tetrafluoropropene according to any one of the above [1] to [9], wherein the
raw material compound is 1,1-dichloro-2,3,3,3-tetrafluoropropene, or a mixture of 1,1-dichloro-2,3,3,3-tetrafluoro-
propene and 1-chloro-2,3,3,3-tetrafluoropropene wherein based on the total number of moles of the two, the pro-
portion of 1,1-dichloro-2,3,3,3-tetrafluoropropene is at least 50 mol%.

ADVANTAGEOUS EFFECTS OF INVENTION

[0011] According to the process of the present invention, it is possible to produce 2,3,3,3-tetrafluoropropene at a high
conversion ratio constantly for a long period of time.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWING

[0012]

Fig. 1 is a schematic view illustrating a production apparatus used in Examples.

DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENT

[0013] The process for producing 2,3,3,3-tetrafluoropropene (CF3CF=CH2, HFO-1234yf) of the present invention is
a process wherein a raw material compound of at least one of 1,1-dichloro-2,3,3,3-tetrafluoropropene (CF3CF=CCl2,
CFO-1214ya) and 1-chloro-2,3,3,3-tetrafluoropropene (CF3CF=CHCl, HCFO-1224yd), and hydrogen, are reacted in the
presence of a catalyst.
[0014] CFO-1214ya and HCFO-1224yd will form HFO-1234yf by the reactions represented by the following formulae
(1) and (2), respectively.

CF3CF=CCl2 + 2H2 → CF3CF=CH2 + 2HCl (1)

CF3CF=CHCl + H2 → CF3CF=CH2 + HCl (2)

[0015] The process of the present invention may be the following process (α) or process (β) depending upon the
reaction form.

(α) A process of reacting the raw material compound and hydrogen in a gas phase in the presence of a catalyst.
(β) A method of reacting the raw material compound and hydrogen in a liquid phase in the presence of a catalyst.

(PROCESS (α))

[0016] The process (α) may, for example, be a process wherein a catalyst layer packed with a catalyst-supporting
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carrier is formed, and to such a catalyst layer, a gas (hereinafter referred to also as the raw material mixed gas) comprising
the raw material compound gas and hydrogen gas is introduced and reacted.
[0017] As the catalyst, a noble metal catalyst supported on active carbon having an ash content of at most 3%, is
used. When active carbon having an ash content of at most 3% is used as a carrier, it is possible to obtain a catalyst
having high durability, and the conversion ratio from the raw material compound to HFO-1234yf can be made high.
[0018] The ash content of active carbon is preferably at most 1%, whereby it is easy to accomplish both the conversion
ratio and durability. On the other hand, the ash content of active carbon is preferably at least 0.1 %, since the catalyst
is thereby readily available.
[0019] The ash content of active carbon is measured in accordance with ASTM D2866.
[0020] As such active carbon, coconut shell active carbon is particularly preferred, since active carbon having a low
ash content is thereby readily obtainable, and it is easy to obtain a catalyst which satisfies both the durability and
conversion ratio. However, so long as the ash content is at most 3%, the active carbon may be active carbon other than
coconut shell active carbon. It may, for example, be active carbon prepared by using, as a raw material, wood, charcoal,
peat, lignite, coal or the like.
[0021] The ash content in active carbon can be removed by a known method such as washing with an acid. For
example, even if the ash content of active carbon prepared by using coal or the like as the raw material exceeds 3%, if
such active carbon is washed with an acid such as hydrochloric acid to bring the ash content to at most 3%, the obtained
active carbon can be used as a carrier for the catalyst in the process of the present invention.
[0022] As the shape of the active carbon, briquette having a length of from about 2 to 5 mm, pulverized coal of from
about 4 to 50 mesh or granular coal may, for example, be mentioned. Among them, pulverized coal of from 4 to 20 mesh
or briquette is preferred.
[0023] The noble metal as the catalyst may, for example, be palladium, rhodium, platinum, iridium, ruthenium, osmium
or gold. The noble metal to be supported on the active carbon may be one type, or two or more types. In a case where
two or more noble metals are used as the catalyst, the catalyst may be a mixture or alloy of such noble metals. The alloy
catalyst may, for example, be a palladium/platinum alloy catalyst or a palladium/rhodium alloy catalyst.
[0024] As the noble metal to be supported on the active carbon, from the viewpoint of the activity, palladium, rhodium
or platinum is preferred, and palladium or a palladium alloy is particularly preferred.
[0025] The supported amount of the noble metal is preferably from 0.1 to 10 mass%, more preferably from 0.5 to 1.0
mass%, based on the active carbon. When the supported amount of the noble metal is at least the lower limit value, the
conversion of the raw material compound and hydrogen will be improved. When the supported amount of the noble
metal is at most the upper limit value, it is possible to suppress the excessive temperature rise of the catalyst layer due
to a heat of reaction, whereby formation of by-products can easily be suppressed, and the catalyst will be readily available.
[0026] As the catalyst to be used for the process of the present invention, palladium is particularly preferred.
[0027] Further, the catalyst-supporting active carbon to be used in the process of the present invention may have a
metal other than a noble metal supported in addition to the noble metal, for example, with a view to improving the catalyst
durability or suppressing by-products. As the metal other than a noble metal, iron, cobalt or nickel may, for example, be
mentioned. Such metals other than a noble metal may be used alone or in combination as a mixture of two or more of them.
[0028] In a case where a metal other than a noble metal is to be supported, the proportion of such a metal is preferably
from 0.01 to 50 parts by mass per 100 parts by mass of the noble metal.
[0029] The specific surface area of the catalyst-supporting active carbon is preferably from 10 to 2,000 m2/g, more
preferably from 100 to 1,500 m2/g. When the specific surface area of the catalyst-supporting active carbon is at least
the lower limit value, the conversion of the raw material compound and hydrogen will be improved. When the specific
surface area of the catalyst-supporting active carbon is at most the upper limit value, formation of by-products can easily
be suppressed.
[0030] The specific surface area of the catalyst-supporting active carbon is measured by a gas adsorption method,
e.g. a method in accordance with BET method.
[0031] The catalyst layer in the present invention is formed by packing the above noble metal catalyst-supporting
active carbon in a reactor. The packed density of the catalyst-supporting active carbon in the catalyst layer is preferably
from 0.5 to 1 g/cm3, more preferably from 0.6 to 0.8 g/cm3. When the packed density of the catalyst-supporting active
carbon is at least the lower limit value, the packed amount of the catalyst-supporting active carbon per unit volume is
large, whereby the amount of gas to be reacted can be increased, and the productivity will be improved. When the
packed density of the catalyst-supporting active carbon is at most the upper limit value, the temperature rise of the
catalyst layer can easily be controlled, and it becomes easy to maintain the reaction temperature to be at most 130°C.
[0032] In the reactor, there may be one or more portions packed with the catalyst-supporting active carbon.
[0033] Further, the chlorinity of the catalyst-supporting active carbon is preferably at most 300 mg/g.By using the above
catalyst-supporting active carbon wherein the chlorinity is lower, it is possible to obtain such effects that the durability
of the catalyst is high, and the conversion to the desired product is also high. Here, the chlorinity in the catalyst-supporting
active carbon is a value obtained in such a manner that the catalyst-supporting active carbon is pulverized, the pulverized
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one is stirred in a 10 mM NaOH solution for two hours to extract a chlorine content, and chlorine ions in the obtained
extract solution is quantitatively analyzed by an ion chromatography method to obtain a value as the chlorinity.
[0034] The chlorinity in the catalyst-supporting active carbon is preferably from 10 to 300 mg/g, more preferably from
10 to 200 mg/g, further preferably from 10 to 100 mg/g. When the chlorinity in the catalyst-supporting active carbon is at
most the upper limit value, the conversion ratio to 2,3,3,3-tetrafluoropropene will be improved, and when it is at least
the upper limit value, the conversion ratio to 2,3,3,3-tetrafluoropropene will be suppressed.
[0035] The temperature of the catalyst layer is adjusted to be higher than the dew point of the gas comprising the raw
material compound gas and hydrogen gas, since the reaction is a gas phase reaction. It is preferably at least 50°C, more
preferably at least 60°C, since the boiling point of CFO-1214ya is 46°C and the boiling point of HCFO-1224yd is assumed
to be from 4 to 10°C, and in view of the reactivity.
[0036] The temperature of the catalyst layer gradually decreases along with the progress of deterioration of the catalyst,
thus leading to a problem that the conversion decreases. Therefore, it is preferred to carry out an operation to maintain
the temperature of the catalyst layer at a sufficient temperature level so that the high conversion can be maintained. For
example, in a case where the catalyst layer is heated from outside by e.g. a heating medium to maintain its temperature,
it is possible to gradually increase the temperature of the heating medium thereby to increase the temperature of the
catalyst layer.
[0037] Here, the temperature of the catalyst layer is the temperature of the catalyst layer which is maintained by heating
from outside. Usually, the raw material mixed gas is reacted at a part of the catalyst layer, and a reaction zone (the
region where the raw material mixed gas is reacted) becomes a higher temperature than other regions of the catalyst
layer, by generation of heat of reaction. The catalytic activity in this reaction zone will decrease as time passes, and
usually, the reaction zone gradually moves from the inlet for the raw material mixed gas to the downstream side in the
gas flow direction. Further, on the downstream side of the reaction zone, formed gas having a high temperature, formed
in the reaction zone, flows and usually the temperature becomes higher than the temperature of the catalyst layer, and
the temperature gradually decreases as the distance increases from the reaction zone. In the present invention, the
temperature of the catalyst layer is the temperature on the upstream side of the reaction zone i.e. the temperature of
the catalyst layer, of which the temperature is maintained by heating from outside by e.g. a heating medium.
[0038] Further, in the process of the present invention, the maximum temperature of the catalyst layer is maintained
to be preferably at most 130°C, more preferably at most 100°C during the reaction with a view to suppressing formation
of by-products. That is, in the process of the present invention, it is preferred to suppress an excessive temperature rise
of the catalyst layer due to the heat of reaction, so that the maximum temperature of the catalyst layer will be at most
the above upper limit value. As mentioned above, the temperature in the reaction zone and in the area in the vicinity on
the downstream side thereof becomes higher than the temperature of the catalyst layer in other regions, due to the heat
of reaction. The maximum temperature in the catalyst layer during the reaction is the maximum temperature in a region
in the catalyst layer where the temperature is higher than other regions by generation of such heat of reaction.
[0039] As a method for measuring the maximum temperature of the catalyst layer during the reaction, the following
measuring method employing an insertion-type thermometer may, for example, be mentioned.
[0040] In the reaction of the raw material compound and the hydrogen in the catalyst layer, firstly, the catalyst at the
gas inlet portion contributes to the reaction, and as the catalyst at the gas inlet portion deteriorates, the catalyst on the
downstream side thereof will contribute to the reaction, and in such a manner, the reaction zone in the catalyst layer
gradually moves towards to the gas outlet side. That is, the portion showing the maximum temperature of the catalyst
layer moves along with the movement of the reaction zone of the raw material compound gas and the hydrogen gas.
Accordingly, by preliminarily positioning the measuring portion of the insertion-type thermometer at the gas inlet portion
of the catalyst layer and moving the measuring portion along with the progress of the reaction, the maximum temperature
of the catalyst layer can be measured.
[0041] As a method to maintain the maximum temperature of the catalyst layer to be at most the above upper limit
value during the reaction, a method (method (α1)) of introducing the hydrogen dividedly to the catalyst layer is preferred
from such a viewpoint that the productivity can easily be maintained to be high while controlling the maximum temperature
of the catalyst layer to be low. If the hydrogen is introduced dividedly to plural portions of the catalyst layer, it is possible
to disperse the reaction zones in the catalyst layer without changing the amount of the raw material compound to be
introduced, whereby generation of the heat of reaction is not localized at one portion. Therefore, it is possible to easily
suppress local excessive heat generation in the catalyst layer without lowering the productivity.
[0042] The divided introduction of hydrogen means that at the same time as introducing the raw material compound
and hydrogen to the gas inlet portion of the catalyst layer, hydrogen is introduced from at least one portion between the
gas inlet portion and the gas outlet portion of the catalyst layer. That is, it means that hydrogen is introduced from at
least one portion in the catalyst layer in addition to the inlet portion for introducing the raw material mixed gas, i.e. from
a total of at least two positions.
[0043] Specifically, the raw material mixed gas to be introduced to the gas inlet portion (the gas inlet portion on the
most upstream side in the gas flow direction) in the catalyst layer, is a mixed gas composed of the total amount of the
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raw material compound and a part of hydrogen to be introduced to the catalyst layer. The rest of hydrogen is introduced
to the catalyst layer on the downstream side in the gas flow direction, and the hydrogen is mixed to a gas (usually a
formed gas after a part of the raw material compound is reacted with hydrogen) flowing in the catalyst layer at the
introduction position, and an unreacted raw material compound is reacted with hydrogen in the catalyst layer on the
downstream side from the introduction position of the hydrogen, whereupon the formed gas is discharged from the outlet
of the catalyst layer (the gas discharge portion on the most downstream side in the gas flow direction). It is preferred
that at least a part of hydrogen in the raw material mixed gas is reacted with the raw material compound between the
inlet portion for the raw material mixed gas and the next hydrogen introduction portion. Further, the hydrogen-introduction
portion on the most downstream side in the gas flow direction is preferably provided at a position where the introduced
hydrogen and the raw material compound can sufficiently be reacted in the catalyst layer between the hydrogen-intro-
duction portion and the gas outlet portion.
[0044] Introduction of the hydrogen in the method (α1) may be divided into two portions or divided into three or more
portions. It is preferred to divide the introduction into two portions, whereby the process can be simplified.
[0045] The divided proportions of the hydrogen to be introduced dividedly to at least two portions in the catalyst layer
are preferably such that the respective gas amounts divided are equal amounts, whereby it is easy to maintain the
maximum temperature of the catalyst layer to be low.
[0046] In a case where there are two or more portions packed with the catalyst-supporting carrier in the reactor, the
divided introduction of the hydrogen may, for example, be carried out by a method wherein a part of the hydrogen is
introduced together with the raw material compound to the first stage packed portion, and the rest is introduced to the
packed portions of the second and subsequent stages.
[0047] Further, as a method for controlling the maximum temperature of the catalyst layer other than the method (α1),
a method (method (α2)) of letting an inert gas flow in the catalyst layer together with the raw material compound and
the hydrogen, may be mentioned. By adjusting the concentration of the raw material compound and the hydrogen flowing
in the catalyst layer by letting the inert gas flow, it is possible to suppress an excessive temperature rise of the catalyst
layer by a heat of reaction. Further, it is possible to use a diluting gas other than an inert gas instead of the inert gas or
together with the inert gas.
[0048] As the inert gas, nitrogen gas, rare gases, chlorofluorocarbons inert to the hydrogenation reaction, etc. may
be mentioned. As the diluting gas other than an inert gas, hydrogen chloride may, for example, be mentioned.
[0049] The amount of the inert gas to be introduced to the catalyst layer is preferably at least 0.1 mol, more preferably
at least 0.5 mol, per 1 mol of the raw material compound, from such a viewpoint that it is thereby easy to maintain the
maximum temperature of the catalyst layer to be low, to reduce formation of by-products and to suppress deterioration
of the catalyst. Further, the amount of the inert gas to be introduced is preferably at most 10 mol, more preferably at
most 4 mol, per 1 mol of the raw material compound, from the viewpoint of the recovery rate of the inert gas.
[0050] Further, as a method for controlling the maximum temperature of the catalyst layer other than the methods (α1)
and (α2), a method (method (α3)) may be mentioned wherein the temperature of the heating medium to heat the reactor
is made to be lower, while the lower limit is the dew point of the raw material mixed gas. By keeping the temperature of
the heating medium to be low, it becomes possible to more readily remove the heat of reaction and to suppress an
excessive temperature rise of the catalyst layer.
[0051] In the method (α3), the temperature of the catalyst layer is preferably adjusted to be higher than the dew point
and lower than 50°C, since the temperature being lower is advantageous in order to suppress formation of by-products
which are hardly separable from HFO-1234yf. It is more preferably higher than the dew point and at most 30°C.
[0052] For the control of the maximum temperature of the catalyst layer, it is preferred to use the method (α1), the
method (α2) or the method (α3) alone, or two or three of them in combination.
[0053] The reaction pressure is preferably atmospheric pressure from the viewpoint of the operation efficiency.
[0054] The contact time of the raw material compound gas to the catalyst is preferably from 4 to 60 seconds, more
preferably from 8 to 40 seconds. Such a contact time is a contact time of the raw material compound gas which is
calculated from the volume of the catalyst layer and the amount of the gas to be introduced to the reactor.
[0055] The ratio of the hydrogen to the raw material compound to be introduced to the catalyst layer is such that the
ratio of the number of moles of the hydrogen gas to the number of moles of chlorine atoms in the raw material compound
gas (H2/Cl) is made to be preferably at most 0.7, more preferably at most 0.6, further preferably at most 0.5, from such
a viewpoint that formation of by-products can thereby be easily suppressed. Further, the ratio (H2/Cl) is preferably at
least 0.1, more preferably at least 0.2, from the viewpoint of the yield of HFO-1234yf.
[0056] Also in a case where the hydrogen is dividedly introduced, with respect to the ratio of the total amount of
hydrogen to be introduced to the catalyst layer to the raw material compound to be introduced to the catalyst layer, the
above-mentioned ratio in the number of moles (H2/Cl) is likewise adjusted to be preferably at most 0.7, more preferably
at most 0.6, further preferably at most 0.5. Further, the ratio (H2/Cl) is preferably at least 0.1, more preferably at least 0.2.
[0057] In the process (α), the linear velocity u of the raw material compound gas represented by the following formula
(I) in the catalyst layer, is preferably from 0.1 to 100 cm/sec., more preferably from 1 to 30 cm/sec. Such a linear velocity
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u is a linear velocity of the raw material compound gas which is calculated from the volume of the catalyst layer and the
amount of the gas to be introduced to the reactor. When the linear velocity u of the raw material compound gas is at
least the lower limit value, the productivity will be improved. When the linear velocity u of the raw material compound
gas is at most the upper limit value, the conversion of the raw material compound and the hydrogen will be improved. 

[0058] In the formula (I), W is the concentration (mol%) of the raw material compound gas in the entire gas flowing
through the catalyst layer, V is the flow rate (cm3/sec) of the entire gas flowing through the catalyst layer, and S is the
cross-sectional area (cm2) of the catalyst layer to the flow direction of the gas.
[0059] As a reactor to be used for the process (α), a known reactor capable of forming a catalyst layer having a
catalyst-supporting carrier packed, may be mentioned.
[0060] As the material for the reactor, glass, iron, nickel or an alloy containing such a metal as the main component
may, for example, be mentioned.
[0061] The formed gas after the reaction contains, in addition to the desired product HFO-1234yf, an unreacted raw
material, HCFO-1224yd formed as a reaction intermediate and hydrogen chloride.
[0062] Hydrogen chloride contained in the formed gas can be removed by blowing the formed gas into an alkali aqueous
solution for its neutralization. The alkali to be used for such an alkali aqueous solution may, for example, be sodium
hydroxide or potassium hydroxide.
[0063] As a method for recovering HFO-1234yf and an unreacted raw material compound from the formed gas, a
known method such as distillation may, for example, be employed.
[0064] The raw material compound recovered from the formed gas after the reaction can be re-used. The recovered
HCFO-1224yd may be reacted as a raw material compound together with CFO-1214ya, with hydrogen, or separately
from CFO-1214ya, HCFO-1224yd may be reacted alone with hydrogen.
[0065] In a case where a mixture of CFO-1214ya and HCFO-1224yd is used as the raw material compound gas, it is
common to use a mixture having a small proportion of HCFO-1224yd, since HCFO-1224yd is an intermediate at the
time of obtaining HFO-1234yf from the above CFO-1214ya. Accordingly, the proportion of HCFO-1224yd to the total
amount of CFO-1214ya and HCFO-1224yd is preferably at most 50 mol%, more preferably at most 25 mol%.

(PROCESS (β))

[0066] In the process (β), the raw material compound and hydrogen are reacted in a liquid phase in the presence of
a catalyst.
[0067] The catalyst and the catalyst-supporting carrier are the same as the ones described for the process (α).
[0068] In the process (β), a medium may be used or may not be used. However, it is preferred to use a medium. As
such a medium, water or an organic solvent such as an alcohol may, for example, be mentioned.
[0069] In a case where a medium is used, the amount of the medium is preferably from 10 to 100 parts by mass, per
100 parts by mass of the raw material compound.
[0070] A method for supplying hydrogen may, for example, be a method of blowing hydrogen gas to a liquid containing
the catalyst-supporting carrier, the raw material compound and a medium which is used as the case requires, or a
method of adding a medium having hydrogen preliminarily dissolved under pressure to a liquid containing the catalyst-
supporting carrier and the raw material compound.
[0071] The reaction of the raw material compound and hydrogen in the process (β) may be a batch system or a
continuous system.
[0072] The reaction temperature is preferably from 0 to 150°C, more preferably from 20 to 100°C. When the reaction
temperature is at least the lower limit value, the conversion of the raw material compound and hydrogen will be improved.
When the reaction temperature is at most 150°C, it is easy to suppress formation of by-products.
[0073] The reaction pressure is preferably from 0.01 to 5 MPaG, more preferably from 0.1 to 1 MPaG, by gauge
pressure.
[0074] The reaction time is preferably from 5 to 50 hours in the case of a batch system, and it is preferably from 1 to
60 seconds in the case of a continuous system.
[0075] With respect to the supply amount of hydrogen in the process (β), the ratio of the number of moles of hydrogen
to be supplied to the number of moles of chlorine atoms in the raw material compound (H2/Cl) is made to be preferably
at most 0.7, more preferably at most 0.6, further preferably at most 0.5, from such a viewpoint that formation of by-
products can thereby be easily suppressed. Further, the ratio (H2/Cl) is preferably at least 0.1, more preferably at least
0.2, from the viewpoint of the yield of HFO-1234yf. Here, the supply amount of hydrogen is meant for the amount of
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hydrogen dissolved in the reaction solution.
[0076] The reaction solution after the reaction contains, in addition to the desired product HFO-1234yf, an unreacted
raw material, HCFO-1224yd formed as a reaction intermediate and hydrogen chloride. The hydrogen chloride contained
in the reaction solution can be removed by adding an alkali to the reaction solution for its neutralization. Such an alkali
may, for example, be sodium hydroxide or potassium hydroxide. The alkali may preliminarily be added to a reaction
solution to be used for the reaction.
[0077] As a method for recovering HFO-1234yf and an unreacted raw material compound from the reaction solution,
a known method such as distillation may, for example, be employed.
[0078] The raw material compound recovered from the reaction solution can be re-used. The recovered HCFO-1224yd
may be reacted as a raw material compound together with CFO-1214ya with hydrogen, or separately from CFO-1214ya,
HCFO-1224yd may be reacted alone with hydrogen.
[0079] As a reactor to be used for the process (β), a known reactor capable of carrying out the liquid phase reaction
by contacting the reaction raw material in the presence of the catalyst-supporting carrier, may be mentioned. As the
material for the reactor, glass, iron, nickel or an alloy containing such a metal as the main component may, for example,
be mentioned.

(RAW MATERIAL COMPOUND)

[0080] The raw material compound is composed of at least one of CFO-1214ya and HCFO-1224yd.
[0081] CFO-1214ya can be produced by a known method. For example, a method may be mentioned wherein
1,1-dichloro-2,2,3,3,3-pentafluoropropane (CHCl2CF2CF3, HCFC-225ca) is subjected to a dehydrofluorination reaction
by contacting it with an alkali aqueous solution in the presence of a phase-transfer catalyst. For such a reaction, dichlo-
ropentafluoropropane (HCFC-225) including HCFC-225ca may be used, and only HCFC-225ca in HCFC-225 may se-
lectively be dehydrofluorinated by the above phase-transfer catalyst. After the reaction, CFO-1214ya can be separated
and recovered by a known method such as distillation.
[0082] The above HCFC-225 including HCFC-225ca can be produced by reacting tetrafluoroethylene and dichlo-
rofluoromethane in the presence of a catalyst such as aluminium chloride. HCFC-225 obtainable by such a reaction
contains HCFC-225ca and 1,3-dichloro-1,2,2,3,3-pentafluoropropane (CHClFCF2CClF2, HCFC-225cb) as the main com-
ponents, and further contains a small amount of 2,2-dichloro-1,1,3,3,3-pentafluoropropane (CHF2CCl2CF3, HCFC-
225aa), 2,3-dichloro-1,1,2,3,3-pentafluoropropane (CHF2CClFCClF2, HCFC-225bb), etc.
[0083] As such a HCFC-225 including HCFC-225ca, a commercial product may be employed. As such a commercial
product, ASAHIKLIN AK225 (tradename, manufactured by Asahi Glass Company, Limited, mixture of 48 mol% of
HCFC-225ca and 52 mol% of HCFC-225cb) may, for example, be mentioned.
[0084] As the above phase-transfer catalyst, tetrabutylammonium bromide (TBAB) is preferred.
[0085] HCFO-1224yd is formed as an intermediate at the time of obtaining HFO-1234yf by reacting CFO-1214ya with
hydrogen.
[0086] As described in the foregoing, the noble metal catalyst supported on active carbon having an ash content of
at most 3%, to be used in the process of the present invention, has high durability, and the conversion ratio from the
raw material compound to HFO-1234yf is thereby high. Therefore, according to the process of the present invention, it
is possible to produce HFO-1234yf at a high conversion ratio constantly for a long period of time.

EXAMPLES

[0087] Now, the present invention will be described in further detail with reference to Examples and Comparative
Examples. However, it should be understood that the present invention is by no means restricted by the following
description. Example 2 is a working Example of the present invention, and Examples 3 and 4 are Comparative Examples.

[MEASURING METHODS]

(ASH CONTENT)

[0088] The ash content of active carbon in Examples was measured by the method in accordance with ASTM D2866.

(SPECIFIC SURFACE AREA)

[0089] The specific surface area of a catalyst in Examples was measured by the method in accordance with BET
method.
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(CONVERSION RATIO)

[0090] Formed gas obtained in each Example was analyzed by gas chromatography (GC), and conversion ratio X
(unit: %) from CFO-1214ya to HFO-1234yf was calculated by the following formula (II). The measurement of the con-
version ratio X was carried out at the initial stage of the reaction and upon expiration of time as shown in Table 1. 

(in the formula, Y is the number of moles of formed HFO-1234yf, and Z is the number of moles of CFO-1214ya introduced
to the catalyst layer.)

(ANALYSIS OF METAL)

[0091] A sample was ground in an agate mortar, and 0.1 g thereof was weighed and put into a platinum crucible. It
was ashed by a weak flame of a gas burner, and to the residue, 600 mL of ultrahigh purity hydrochloric acid and 200 mL
of formic acid were added, followed by drying on a hot plate. Further, it was dissolved by adding 500 mL of ultrahigh
purity hydrochloric acid and 100 mL of ultrahigh purity hydrogen peroxide water and adjusted to 10 mL by ultrapure
water. Na, K, Ca and Mg in the dissolved solution were quantitatively analyzed by an ICP-MS method.

(ANALYSIS OF CHLORINITY IN CATALYST)

[0092] A sample of catalyst-supporting active carbon was ground in an agate mortar, and 0.1 g of thereof was weight
and put into a cleaned plastic cup. 10 mL of a 10 mM NaOH solution was introduced, followed by extraction with stirring
for two hours by means of a magnetic stirrer. Cl in the extract solution was quantitatively analyzed by an ion chroma-
tography method. As an apparatus for the ion chromatography method, EX-500 manufactured by Dionex; as columns,
IonPac AG10-HC and IonPac AS11-HC; and as a detector, an electric conductivity detector, were used. Further, as the
eluent, 3 mN KOH was used. With respect to the analytical conditions, the quantitative analysis of the chlorinity was
carried out under such conditions that the flow rate of the eluent was 1.5 mL/min, the injection amount was 25 mL, and
the calibration curve was from 0 to 1 ppm.

[EXAMPLE 1] Production of CFO-1214ya

[0093] CFO-1214ya was produced by the following method by using, as a reaction raw material, ASAHIKLIN AK225
(tradename, manufactured by Asahi Glass Company, Limited, HCFC-225 composed of HCFC225ca (48 mol%) and
HCFC-225cb (52 mol%)).
[0094] Into a glass reactor having an internal capacity of 1 L and provided with a Dimroth condenser cooled to 0°C,
3 g of tetrabutylammonium bromide (TBAB) as a phase-transfer catalyst, 83 g (1.485 mol) of potassium hydroxide, 180
g of water, and 609 g (3.0 mol) of ASAHIKLIN AK225 were charged and then gradually heated with stirring, and a reaction
was carried out at 45°C for one hour. Thereafter, the reaction crude liquid phase-separated into two phases of an organic
phase and an aqueous phase, was subjected to liquid separation. The organic phase was charged into a distillation
column having an oven capacity of 1 L and an ability of theoretical number of plates of 10 plates, and distillation was
carried out. As a result of the distillation, 262 g (1.43 mol) of CFO-1214ya (boiling point: 46°C) having a purity of 99.5%,
was obtained.

[EXAMPLE 2]

[0095] For the production of HFO-1234yf, a reaction apparatus 101 shown in Fig. 1 was used.
[0096] As shown in Fig. 1, the reaction apparatus 101 is provided with two reaction tubes 110A and 110B and a salt
bath 130 for immersion of such reaction tubes 110A and 110B. The reaction tube 110A has catalyst-packing portions
113a and 114a at two positions on the inlet 111a side and the outlet 112a side. Likewise, the reaction tube 110B has
catalyst-packing portions 113b and 114b at two positions on the inlet 111 b side and the outlet 112b side. The outlet
112a of the reaction tube 110A is connected by piping to the inlet 111b of the reaction tube 110B.
[0097] As the reaction tubes 110A and 110B, reaction tubes made of Inconel (registered trademark) 600 and having
an inner diameter of 2.54 cm and a length of 100 cm, were used. Further, a palladium-supporting active carbon (specific
surface area: 834 m2/g) having 0.5 mass% of palladium supported on coconut shell active carbon (ash content: 0.5%),
was used. Such palladium-supporting active carbon was packed in the catalyst-packing portion 114a of the reaction
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tube 110A to form a catalyst layer 120A having a height of 40 cm. Likewise, the above palladium-supporting active
carbon was packed in the catalyst-packing portions 113b and 114b of the reaction tube 110B to form a catalyst layer
120B and a catalyst layer 120C each having a height of 40 cm. The packed density of the palladium-supporting active
carbon in catalyst layers 120A to 120C was adjusted to be 0.73 g/cm3.
[0098] Then, the reaction tube 110A and the reaction tube 110B were immersed in the salt bath 130 so that all of the
catalyst layers 120A to 120C were immersed, and the catalyst layers 120A to 120C were heated to 80°C.
[0099] Then, a raw material compound gas (A) composed of CFO-1214ya, hydrogen gas (B) and nitrogen gas (C)
were permitted to flow through reaction tubes 110A and 110B in a molar ratio of the total introduced amounts being
hydrogen/CFO-1214ya/nitrogen=1/1/2 to obtain formed gas (D). That is, the ratio of the total number of moles of the
hydrogen gas (B) to be introduced to the catalyst layer to the number of moles of chlorine atoms in the raw material
compound gas (A) (H2/Cl) was made to be 0.5. Further, the contact time of the raw material compound gas (A) to the
catalyst layers 120A to 120C was adjusted to be 40 seconds, and the linear velocity u of the raw material compound
gas (A) was adjusted to be 7 cm/sec.
[0100] Further, with respect to the hydrogen gas (B), 50% of the total introduced amount was introduced from the inlet
111 a of the reaction tube 110A together with the raw material compound gas (A), and the rest of 50% was introduced
to the piping portion connecting the reaction tube 110A and the reaction tube 110B. That is, in the catalyst layer having
length of 120 cm and consisting of catalyst layers 120A to 120C, the hydrogen gas (B) was dividedly introduced at two
portions i.e. the catalyst layer 120A (0 cm point) and the catalyst layer 120B (40 cm point).
[0101] Further, the maximum temperature of the catalyst layers 120A to 120C during the reaction was measured by
insertion-type thermometers 140A to 140C inserted respectively to such catalyst layers and found to be at most 100°C.
[0102] The formed gas (D) was analyzed by GC, whereby the conversion ratio X at the initial stage of the reaction
was 74%, and the conversion ratio X upon expiration of 235 hours was also 74%.
[0103] Further, the amount of metal contained in the catalyst was quantitatively analyzed by an ICP-MS method,
whereby each element was a few hundreds mg/g.
[0104] The chlorinity contained in the catalyst was quantitatively analyzed by an ion chromatography method and
found to be 24 mg/g.

[EXAMPLE 3]

[0105] The reaction was carried out in the same manner except that the catalyst was changed to one shown in Table 1.
[0106] The formed gas (D) was analyzed by GC, whereby the conversion ratio X at the initial stage of the reaction
was 47%, and the conversion ratio X upon expiration of 41 hours was 13%.
[0107] The results of the conversion ratio X measured in each Example are shown in Table 1. Here, the supported
amount in Table 1 is the supported amount to the active carbon.

TABLE 1

(ppm: mg/g)

Ex. 2 Ex. 3

Catalyst

Noble metal Pd Pd

Supported amount [mass%] 0.5 0.5

Material for active carbon Coconuts shell Coal

Ash content in active carbon [%] 0.5 3.5

Specific surface area [m2/g] 834 1,100

Conversion ratio X [%]

Initial stage 74 47

Upon expiration of 41 hours 74 13

Upon expiration of 235 hours 74 -

Upon expiration of 500 hours 74 -

Upon expiration of 2,000 hours 74 -
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[0108] As shown in Table 1, in Example 2 wherein active carbon having an ash content of at most 3% was used as
a carrier, the conversion ratio X was high as compared with Example 3 wherein the ash content exceeded 3%, and such
a conversion ratio X was maintained for a long period of time.
[0109] The amounts of metals contained in the catalyst were quantitatively analyzed by an ICP-MS method, whereby
each element was a few tens mg/g.
[0110] The chlorinity contained in the catalyst was quantitatively analyzed by an ion chromatography method and
found to be 330 mg/g.

INDUSTRIAL APPLICABILITY

[0111] The process of the present invention is very useful as a process for producing HFO-1234yf which is useful for
e.g. a refrigerant, since the durability of the catalyst is thereby high, and the conversion ratio to the desired product is
also thereby high.
[0112] The entire disclosure of Japanese Patent Application No. 2010-142667 filed on June 23, 2010 including spec-
ification, claims, drawings and summary is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety.

Claims

1. A process for producing 2,3,3,3-tetrafluoropropene, which comprises reacting a raw material compound of at least
one of 1,1-dichloro-2,3,3,3-tetrafluoropropene and 1-chloro-2,3,3,3-tetrafluoropropene, and hydrogen, in the pres-
ence of a catalyst, wherein the catalyst is a noble metal catalyst supported on active carbon having an ash content
of at most 3% as measured in accordance with ASTM D2866.

2. The process for producing 2,3,3,3-tetrafluoropropene according to Claim 1, wherein the ash content in the active
carbon is at most 1 %.

3. The process for producing 2,3,3,3-tetrafluoropropene according to Claim 1 or 2, wherein the noble metal is palladium.

4. The process for producing 2,3,3,3-tetrafluoropropene according to any one of Claims 1 to 3, wherein the active
carbon is coconut shell active carbon.

5. The process for producing 2,3,3,3-tetrafluoropropene according to any one of Claims 1 to 4, wherein the catalyst-
supporting active carbon has a specific surface area of from 10 to 2,000 m2/g.

6. The process for producing 2,3,3,3-tetrafluoropropene according to any one of Claims 1 to 5, wherein the catalyst-
supporting active carbon has a chlorinity of at most 300 mg/g.

7. The process for producing 2,3,3,3-tetrafluoropropene according to any one of Claims 1 to 6, wherein to a catalyst
layer packed with the catalyst-supporting active carbon, the raw material compound and hydrogen are introduced
and reacted in a gas phase.

8. The process for producing 2,3,3,3-tetrafluoropropene according to Claim 7, wherein the raw material compound
and hydrogen are introduced to a gas inlet portion of the catalyst layer, and hydrogen is introduced from at least
one position between the gas inlet portion and a gas outlet portion of the catalyst layer.

(continued)

(ppm: mg/g)

Ex. 2 Ex. 3

Components in catalyst (ppm)

Na 260 40

K 170 36

Ca 230 55

Mg 250 61

Cl 24 330
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9. The process for producing 2,3,3,3-tetrafluoropropene according to Claim 7 or 8, wherein the ratio of the hydrogen
to the raw material compound to be introduced to the catalyst layer is at most 0.7 as represented by the ratio of the
number of moles of the hydrogen to the number of moles of chlorine atoms in the raw material compound (H2/Cl).

10. The process for producing 2,3,3,3-tetrafluoropropene according to any one of Claims 1 to 9, wherein the raw material
compound is 1,1-dichloro-2,3,3,3-tetrafluoropropene, or a mixture of 1,1-dichloro-2,3,3,3-tetrafluoropropene and 1-
chloro-2,3,3,3-tetrafluoropropene wherein based on the total number of moles of the two, the proportion of 1,1-
dichloro-2,3,3,3-tetrafluoropropene is at least 50 mol%.
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